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ON THE LU QI-KENG CONJECTURE AND THE
BERGMAN REPRESENTATIVE DOMAINS

SHOZO MATSUURA

The main purpose of this paper is to give the affirmative
solution for the Lu Qi-Keng conjecture in the case of bounded
complete circular domains.

Some results are that Bell's proposition, which is related
to the evaluation about the Bergman kernel functions of homo-
geneous complete circular domains, is extended to the case of
bounded complete circular domains and that the Bergman repre-
sentative functions with respect to zo(Φ 0) of any bounded and
any homogeneous bounded complete circular domain with center
at the origin are biholomorphic and isomorphic (biholomorphic
in the narrow sense), respectively.

1* Introduction* The Bergman kernel function kD(z, t) of a
domain D in Cn plays important roles in the theory of biholomorphic
mappings because of its biholomorphic relative in variance (see (15)).

Lu Qi-Keng [10] introduced the conjecture, which is still open,
that "The equation kD(z, t) = 0 has no solution in D x D*, if D in
Cn is a bounded simply connected schlicht domain", where D* =
{t\teD} and the symbol ~~ denotes the conjugate.

It is known that in general multiply connected schlicht domains
do not satisfy the Lu Qi-Keng conjecture ([11] Theorems 1, 3; [12]
Example). But in the case of simply connected schlicht domains in
Cn (n ^ 2) it seems that we have no example which does not satisfy
the conjecture. In C it is easily seen by the Riemann's mapping
theorem that any simply connected schlicht domain satisfies the con-
jecture.

In § 2 we shall show that any bounded complete circular domain
satisfies the Lu Qi-Keng conjecture, and by using this result extend
the following proposition of Bell [1], which is recently proved:

PROPOSITION. Let D be any homogeneous domain in Cn, n-dimen-
sional complex space, such that if ze D and λ e C and | λ | ^ 1 then
XzeD (i.e., D is a complete circular domain with center at the origin).
Then given a compact subset H of D there are constants aH > 0 and
bH < oo such that for all zeD and teH

aH ^ IkD(z, t)\<:bH

where kD denotes the Bergman kernel function of the domain D.

Throughout this paper we shall call a holomorphic mapping w —
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/(«) Ξ *(/i(«), •,/»(«))» « Ξ *(«i, •••,«») C( ) : transpose), of a schlicht
domain in Cn (i) a biholomorphism if f(z) is holomorphic and the
Jacobian Jf{z) Φ 0 in D> i.e., both / and the inverse f~λ are holo-
morphic and / is locally one-to-one (one-to-one in the sense of Riemann
regions (see [3], p. 117)), (ii) an isomorphism if f(z) is biholomorphic
and globally one-to-one (both D and f(D) are schlicht domain in Cn),
and (iii) an automorphism if f(z) is an isomorphism of D onto itself,
respectively.

In § 3 we treat the representative domain introduced by S.
Bergman [2] as a canonical domain of the biholomorphic equivalent
class of a bounded schlicht domain in Cn corresponding to the unit
disc in C in the Riemann's mapping theorem. The function which
maps a domain D onto the representative domain of the biholomorphic
equivalent class of D is called the representative function of D (see
(10)). In general the representative function w = w(z) of D with respect
to a fixed point z0 e D is singular at any point z e {z e D \ kD(z, z0) — 0}
and further is not locally one-to-one at any point ze{zeD\ Jacobian
Jw(z) = 0}. In these cases the representative domain does not belong
to the biholomorphic equivalent class of D> and this weaken the
representativity of the representative domain of the biholomorphic
equivalent class of D.

We shall prove that the representative function of any bounded
complete circular domain D with respect to zoe D is biholomorphic,
and that in the case of homogeneous bounded complete circular domains
the representative function is an isomorphism. We give an example
in the case of Cartan domains. Finally, we treat the two sorts of
ra-representative domains of Maschler [7] and Kato [4] or Kikuchi
[5] and give an example in the case of a unit disc.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor S. Ozaki
for helpful discussions to this paper.

2* Lu Qi-Keng conjecture*

DEFINITION. A domain D aCn is called a Lu Qi-Keng domain if
the equation

(1) M M ) = 0

has no solution in D x D* ([10], [11], [12]).
If (1) has no solution in D x E*, where E* = {t\teEc:D}, it

is said that kD(z, t) or D satisfies the Lu Qi-Keng conjecture for a
subset E* of D*.

LEMMA 1. Assume that the Bergman kernel function kD(z, t) of
a bounded domain in Cn satisfies the Lu Qi-keng conjecture at a
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point ToeD*. -Let us set

Ωj = {ί G D I kDfa t) Φθ for zej} ,

where j is an arbitrary compact subset of D. Then ΩΔ must be an
open set in D.

Proof. Let us take an arbitrary point τ e f l ^ O ) . Then it
follows that kD{z, τ) Φ 0 for ze Δ. As it is well known that kΏ(z, I)
is holomorphic with respect to 2n complex variables (z, t)eD x D*,
there exists a neighborhood U(za, f) = ί7(zα) x UZa(f) for each point
zaeΔ such that Mz, F) Φ 0 for (2, ί) e U(za, τ), where t7(sβ) and UβJτ)
are neighborhoods of za and r, respectively. Since \Ja U(za) (za e Δ)
is an open covering of the compact set Δ, Δ has a finite covering
U£i ZTife) ̂  J, where z,eΔ (i = 1, 2, , m). If we set !7(?) =
ΠS=i Uz.(τ), U{τ) is an open neighborhood of τ and Λ f̂e F) Φ 0 in
z/ x U(f). This shows that i2j is an open set in D.

REMARK 1. It is clear that kD(z, t) Φ 0 in UΓ=i Ufa) x U(τ) ZD

Δ x C7(f).

REMARK 2. A bounded complete circular domain D with center
at ί0 is a Bergman minimal domain with the same center (see [6]).
Therefore, kDfa t) satisfies the Lu Qi-Keng conjecture at F = Fo, for
a domain D is a Bergman minimal domain with center at t0 if and
only if

(2) kD(z, t0) = kD{U, t0) > 0 for z e D ([6]) .

LEMMA 2. Let D be a bounded complete circular domain with
center at the origin, then ΩΔ — D, that is, kDfa t) Φ 0 for (z, t) e Δ x
D*, where Δ is an arbitrary compact subset of D.

Proof. It is easily seen that D is starlike with respect to the
origin (see Fuks [3], p. 45). If ΩΔ Φ D, there exists a point ωeD
such that kD(ζ, ώ) — 0 for some ζ6 Δ and kD(z9 Xώ) Φ 0 for all ze Δ
and λ G [0, 1), because by Lemma 1 ΩΔ is an open set including the
origin and D is starlike. ω lies in dΩΔ Π D and does not lie in ΩΔ.

In the case of circular domains with center at the origin, by the
Cartan's theorem, the Bergman kernel function kD(z, t) of D has the
form

( 3) kD(z, t) = Σ Φu(t)Φh(z) = Σ Aht
kAkz* ,

where zk — z x x z, the symbol x denotes the Kronecker product
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here and after, and Ak is a 1 x nk constant coefficient matrix and
{Φo, &i(z), $2(2), •••} (Φk(z) = Λkz

k(k ^ 1): homogeneous polynomial of
degree k and ΦQ = Ao: nonzero constant) is a complete orthonormal
system of the Hubert space of square integrable holomorphic functions
on D.

A s ω e dΩj n D a n d ω ί ΩΔ, w e h a v e XώeΩ^ = {t\te ΩΔ} f o r a l l
X G [0, 1). Let us consider a point Xώ in place of τ in the proof of
Lemma 1 and \JT=i} Uλ{z%) to be an open covering of Δ corresponding
to Xώ. As we may take 1 — λ (0 < λ < 1) as small as we need, there
exists λ0 e (0, 1) such that X0o) e ΩΔ and ζ/λ0 e Uφii) for some i, because
ζ (a critical point in A for ω) belongs to ΪT^fe) Π Δ for some i and
UλQ(Zi) is open. By Remark 1, for this λ0 kD(ζ/XQf Xoώ) Φ 0 holds. On
the other hand, using the idea of D. Bell [1], we have by (3)

= Σ XkoAko)k(l/Xk

0)Akζ
k = kD(ζ, ώ) = 0,

fe=0

which is contradictory. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 1. Any bounded complete circular domain with center
at the origin is a Lu Qi-Keng domain.

Proof. By Lemma 2, kD(z, t) Φ 0 for (z, t) e Δ x D*. Thus we
obtain kD(z, t) Φ 0 for (z, T)eD x D*, since Δ is an arbitrary compact
subset of D.

REMARK 3. Theorem 1 holds for any bounded complete Reinhardt
circular domain, because Reinhardt circular domains are (Caratheodory)
circular domains.

A homogeneous domain D for which kD(z, t) satisfies the Lu
Qi-Keng conjecture at a point t0 efl* is a Lu Oi-Keng domain by the
homogeneity of D and the biholomorphic relative invariance (see (15))
of the Bergman kernel function (c.f. [1]). Therefore, any homogeneous
complete circular domain D is a Lu Qi-Keng domain, because D
satisfies the Lu Qi-Keng conjecture at the center by Remark 2.

Theorem 1 leads to the following extension of the BelPs proposi-
tion.

COROLLARY 1. The Bell's proposition valid for any bounded
complete circular domain D in Cn.

Proof. In the proof of the BelΓs proposition it is essential that
a domain D is a Lu Qi-Keng domain and a complete circular one.
From Theorem 1 D is a Lu Qi-Keng domain. Therefore, by using
the same procedure of the proof of the BelΓs proposition, for any
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bounded complete circular domain the result is obtained.

3* Biholomorphicity of representative functions* For con-
venience, first we note some notations and differential formulas. Ik

shows the identity matrix of order k (k: positive integer), and the
symbol * denotes the transposed conjugate, d/dz and d/dz* denote
the differential operators:

( 5 ) d/dz = (d/dzl9 , d/dzn) and d/dz* = \d/dzu , d/dzn) .

Let holomorphic functions A, B, and b of several complex variables
z = \zl9 , zn) and z = *&, , z») be (k x I), (I x m) and (n x 1)
matrices, respectively. Then the following differential formulas can
be ascertained:

(6) d(AB)/dz = (d/dz) x (AB) = (dA/dz)(In x B) + A(dB/dz) ,

( 7) d(Ax b)/dz = (d/dz) x (A x b) = (dA/dz) x b + Ax (db/dz)

and

( 8) dA/dz = (3/3s) x A = (dA/dw)((dw/dz) x Iz) , dw = (dw/dz)dz ,

where A = A(w, w) and ^ = w(z) = ^(^X^), , w%(2)) is a holomorphic
vector function of z and <2s = \dzl9 •••, d^) (see [4], [5], [9]).

If there exists a primitive function F(z) of a function A(z) such

that dF(z)/dz = A(z), [ A(z)dz = F(z) - F(z0) is called the integral

of A(z) from zQ to z, where pathes of integral are homo topic in the
domain.

It is known that the function w(z) which maps a domain D onto
the representative domain Dw of the biholomorphic equivalent class
of D under the initial conditions

(9) w(z0) = τ and dw(zo)/dz = In , zoeD ,

is given in the matrix representation by making use of the Bergman
kernel function as follows:

(10) w(z) - T^(z0, s0) Γ TD(z, zo)dz + T ,
J

where w(z) = '(w^z), , wn(z))> z = \zu , zn)eD and

(11) Γj,(«, ί) ΞΞ d2logkD(z, t)/dt*dz (see [9], [13]) .

We call r the center of the representative domain of D. TD(z, z) is
the Bergman metric tensor and positive definite and TΌ(z, t) is holo-
morphic with respect to (z, t) e D x D* if D is a Lu Qi-Keng domain.

If D is a bounded complete circular domain with center at the
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origin, D itself is the representative domain with the same center
([6]). I t is known that a domain D is the representative domain
with center at toeD if and only if

(12) TD(z, to) = TD(tQ9 ί0) for zeD ([9], [13]) .

Hence for a bounded complete circular domain D with center at the
origin det TD(z, 0) = det TD(0, 0) Φ 0 (precisely > 0) for zeD.

LEMMA 3. Let D be a bounded complete circular domain with
center at the origin, then

A = {t e D | det TD(z, t) Φ§ for zeΔ) ,

where Δ is an arbitrary compact subset of D, is an open set.

Proof. From (11), by calculations we have

(13) TD(z, t) = [kD(z, t)d2kD(z, t)ldt*dz-dkD(z, t)/dt*dkD(z, t)/dz]/k2

D(z, t) .

(13) shows that det TD(z, t) is holomorphic with respect to (z, t) e D x
D*, because by Theorem 1 D is a Lu Qi-Keng demain, namely,
kD(z, t) Φ 0 in ΰ x D*. On the other hand, det TΌ(z, 0) = det 2^(0, 0)>0
for zeD. Thus, by a proof similar to the proof of Lemma 1, we
have the result.

LEMMA 4. Let D be a bounded complete circular domain with
center at the origin, then Λ — D, that is, det TD(z, t) Φ 0 for (z, t) e
D x D*.

Proof. By the matrix differentiations (6) and (7) we have

dAkz
k/dz = Akdzk/dz - Ak(In x zk~ι + z x In x zk~2 + + zk~ι x In)

and dAkt
k/dt* = (dAkt

k/dt)*. Therefore, from (3) we have

d2kD(z, t)/dt*dz \Mι»,t=χtί = d2kD{zJ\ \tx)ldt*dz

= d2kD(zl9 tθ/dt*dz ,

dkD(z, t)/dz \8=Xln,t=λtl = dkD(zJX, XtJ/dz = XdkD(zu tj/dz

and

dkD{z, t)/3ί* \Mιlχ,t=lh = (l/X)dkD(zly tj/dt* ,

for the expansion (3) converges uniformly. From (13) and the above
relations we arrive at

(14) TD(zJX, λtO = TD(zl9 tj
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for 1 — λ (0 < λ < 1) as small as we need. Noting that A is an open
set including the origin, by the similar way as in the proof of Lemma
2, we obtain A — D.

THEOREM 2. The representative function of any bounded complete
circular domain with center at the origin under the initial conditions
(9) is biholomorphic.

Proof. As Δ in Lemma 3 is an arbitrary compact subset of D,
then det TD{z, t) Φ 0 in D x D* by Lemma 4. Therefore, for the
representative function (10) for an arbitrary zQ e D we have

det (dw(z)/dz) = det TD(z, zo)/det TD(zQ, zQ) Φ 0 for z e D ,

which shows that the representative function (10) under the initial
conditions (9) is locally one-to-one in D. On the other hand, Theorem
1 shows that (10) is holomorphic in D. Thus the representative
function is biholomorphic in D with respect to an arbitrary point
zoeD.

REMARK 4. Theorems 1 and 2 are valid for domains in the sence
of Riemann regions (which become simply connected Kaehler manifolds
in the present case) belonging to the biholomorphic equivalent class
and in particular for domains belonging to the isomorphic equivalent
class of a bounded complete circular domain by virtue of the relative
in variances:

(15) kD(z, t) = kE{X(z), X(t)) det (dX(t)/dz) det (dX(z)/dz)

and

(16) TD(z, t) = {dX{t)ldzYTE{X{z\ X(t))(dX(z)/dz) ,

where D is a bounded schlicht domain in Cn, X(z) is a biholomorphism
and E denotes the image manifold of D under X(z) ([2]).

THEOREM 3. The representative function (10) of any homogeneous
complete circular domain D with center at the origin under the initial
conditions (9) is an isomorphism.

Proof. For the representative function (10) with respect to an
arbitrary point zQ e D, let us assume η = rj(z) is a holomorphic homo-
geneous transformation (automorphism) which maps z0 to the origin
(center of D), by (16) we have

T D { z , 2 0 ) = (dη{zQ)ldz)*TD{η{z), 0)(dη(z)/dz) f o r z e D ,
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and the representative function

w(z) = T?(z0, So) [' TD(z, zo)dz + r

by (16) and (8). Since D itself is a representative domain with center

at the origin ([6]), TD{η9 0) = TD(0, 0) > 0 follows from (12). Thus

we obtain

drj + τ = (dτj(zo)/dz)-1rj + τ .

0

If ^ Φ z2, zl9 z2eD, from the transitivity of η{z) it follows that
V(zi) ^ ^fe) Let us set w(z^) = w1 and w(z2) = w2, then we have
w2 — wt = (dη(zo)/dz)~1(τ](z2) — ̂ (^)) ̂  0, because det (dη(zo)/dz) Φ 0. This
shows that the representative function w — w(z) is globally one-to-one
in D.

EXAMPLE 1. The classical Cartan domains (bounded irreducible
symmetric domains) are holomorphically homogeneous complete circular
domains, and therefore Lu Qi-Keng domains. Thus the representative
functions of them are isomorphisms. For instance, the representative
function of the domain R(I) = {z \ In — z*z > 0, z: (m x n) matrix
variable} (first type of the Cartan domains) under the condition
w(z0) = 0 (τ = 0) is given by

(17) w(z) = 7y7)(z0, z0)^ TRU)(z, zo)dz , zoeE(I) ,

where z = (%) (i = 1, 2, , m; j = 1, 2, , ri), z = %zιl9 z12, , zln,
/y /y m * V . m * V \ QΉΠ
^21, > ^2ny j ^ml> > ™mn/ Λ11U.

i2(/)\^> ^0/ — V'fr ~Γ Iv) \JLn 6Q 6) A \±m <C6Q )

By direct calculations we have

Π8Ί ^ Γ ^ — (T — <? ?*\~H? — 7 Ϊ Γ _ 9*?\~ι(T — ^ * ^ ^

(see [8], p. 13).
Noting that (A x B)~ι = A'1 x B'\ '(A'1) = CA)~\ we have

(19) dw(z)!dz = T^1/)^, 2O)5ΓB(/)(S, «O)

Thus we have det (dw(z)/dz) Φ 0, oo in .#(/), and the representative
function (18) is globally one-to-one.

A holomorphic homogeneous transformation η = η(z) (η(z0) — r) in
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R(I) is given by

(20) (Im

= UQ(Im -

- zQ)(In - zίz

yv\V - τ){In

where UQ and U1 are constant unitary matrices, as is well known ([8]).
The representative function (18) is very close to the holomorphic
homogeneous transformation (20) for τ = 0.

The Maschler's m-representative function ([7]) and the m-repre-
sentative function of Kato [4] or Kikuchi [5] of D under the same
initial conditions (w(z0), dw(zo)/dz, d2w(zQ)/dz2, , dmw(z0)/dzm) = (0, In,
0, , 0), z0 eD, are given as follows:

(21) w(z) = (0, In, 0,

where

., 0)Pm(z, zo)/(l, 0, ^(zf 20) ,

, z0) =
h . . . h _fcoi* (z,

and koj,{z, z0) = d'ΊcD(z, t)/dt*'

and

(22)

Tr rp

00* •*• m—10*

T . . . T
_ •*• O m - 1 * -1 m—1m—1*_

J- oo* V

'where Γ ^ - di+'TD(z, 0 ^
respectively. Here the ith. partial differentiation of a function is
defined as in [4], [13]. When m is equal to 1, (21) and (22) coincide
with the Bergman representative function.

COROLLARY 2. The m-representative function (22) (m ;> 2) of a
bounded complete circular domain D with center at the origin is
holomorphic in D if άet(Ti3^ Φ 0 at z0.

Proof. By Theorem 1 and (13) TD(z, t) is holomorphic in D x £)*
and djTD(z,t)/dt*j (j ^ 1) are so. Therefore, if d e t ( 2 V ) ^ 0 , (22)
exists and is holomorphic.

EXAMPLE 2. The 2-representative function (22) of a unit dise
with respect to zQ( Φ 0) e D is constructed by using kD(z, z0) —
l/τr(l — zozf and TD(z, z0) = 2/(1 — zozf as follows:

(23) w(z) = (1 - I z01
2)(1 - zou)u , u = (z - zQ)/(l - zQz) .
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The 2-representative function (23) (see [4], [5]) is holomorphic in D
with respect to an arbitrary point zoeD, but is not locally one-to-one
for any z0 in 1/2 < \z01 < 1, because at such z0 dw(z)/dz = (1 — |£ 0 | 2) 2

(1 + 2| z01
2 - 3z0z)/(l ~ ZoZf = 0 has a solution z = (1 + 2| 20 |

2)/3z0 in
| * | < 1 .

The Maschler's 2-representative function (21) (for m = 2) of a
unit disc with respect to 20 e -D is given by

(24) w(z) = (1 — I βo |2)(1 - Szou)u/(1 - 2zou) , u = (z - zo)/(l - zoz) ,

([4]). It is easily seen that (24) is meromorphic for any z0 in 1/2 <
I z01 < 1. And further (24) is not in general locally one-to-one, because
dw(z)/dz = (1-1 z01

2)2(1 - 6z0u + 6^ 2 )/( l + 2] z01
2 - 3z0z)2 = 0 has a solution

z = (1 + (3 + α/~3~)| Zo Γ)/(4 + v Ί f )20 in | z | < 1 for z0 in 1/(3 + i / T ) <
I z01 < 1 and has two solutions z = (1 + (3 ± VΊF)| z01

2)/(4 ± l / 3 )z0 in
I z I < 1 for z0 in 1/(3 - VΊΓ) < | z0 ] < 1. Indeed, from dw(z)/dz = 0
we have 20w = (zoz — | z01

2)/(1 — zQz) = 1/(3 ± i / T ) , and noting that
I z I < 1 we have the result.
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